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compaction density tests are owltinu- work of the road leading to tfw Paranal the installatfon of the construction base 
ously made to verify that the specifid area In view of improving the mad, camp which pmvldes offices, dor- 
loading capacity of the road, needed for which is of paramount importance for mitories and living quarters in which 
the heavy transports, is obtained. both the construetlon and future opera- they will work and live for a number of 
h ESO staff furthermore initiated tion of the VlT ObsenratW, years, until the new Observatory Build- 

sub-mil investigations at the location of Last but not least, the ESO staff was ings, under design with COW1 Consult in 
the telescopes and started with survey involved in designing, contracting and In Denmark, are available. 

A Report on the Second ESO Conference on High Resolution 
Imaging by Interferometry 
J.M. BECKERS and F. MERKLE, ESO 

Over 200 scientists and engineem 
participated in the October 15 to 18, 
1991 ESO Conference on "High Resolu- 
tion Imaging by Interferometry", a con- 
ference devoted to ground-bd opti- 
cal intwferometrjc imaging In as- 
tronomy. This was the second confer- 
ence on this topic, the first one having 
been held also in Garching in March 
1988. In addition to four Introductory 
and review talks, the conference in- 
cluded 150 conttibutlons on single- and 
multiple-aperture interfmmetric imag- 
ing and three working sessions on 
adaptive optics, detectors and path- 

length compensation. Sixty of these 
contributions were given orally, the rest 
by means of poster presentations. To 
keep the size of the conference within 
reasonable limits and to avoid parallel 
sessions, the scope of the meeting ex- 
cluded related topics like astrometry by 
interferometric means and contributd 
papers on astronomical adaptive optics. 
The Wer topic wlll be a major topic at 
the Aprl t I 992 €SO meeting in Garching 
on "Progress In Telescope and In- 
strumentation Techniques". Attendees 
included parblcipants from Australla, 
Canada, China, Japan, Mexico, the 

USA, the USSR, and of come many 
European countries. 

tutorials 
As was the case in the first confer- 

ence, R was preceded by a day d tuto- 
rials intended for newcomers to the 
field. It is becoming very clear, however, 
that these tutorials have a much broader 
functlon. They are aIso attended by 
"oldtimers" (old in this field means more 
than half a dozen years!), including a 
Nobel Laureate, who wanted to catch 
up on recent developments in the more 



We here summarlre the parts of the 
conference on speckle imaging, masked 
aperture imaging and multi-aperture im- 
aging. The outline of the conference is 
Mng followed. Using a number of real- 
time experiments in his magnificent 
opening lecture, Prof. W. Martiensen of 
the University of FrankfurVMain demon- 
strated the dual nature of light, waves 
and particles. It was a fascinating ex- 
perience, even to the conference parti- 
dipants most of whom are experts in this 
field but who, llke us; forget about the 
beauty of light In their quest to manlpu- 
late it. 

Spec kte Interferometry: 
Flgurs 1: i r n v  or the objmt RIM b the Masellank Clouds obtained with tbe Hobble Space NBarine Telssoqpe MR, after image restweth)  and by means of -Ie intertwometry with the La 
Silla 2.2-rn tel- (right). (Courtesy G. Weigelt et al.) In contrast to previous conferences 

and workshops on speckle interferome- 
try, there was relatively little discussion 

relaxed atmosphere associated with the obtained on relatively faint, complex ob- of the many different techniques avall- 
tutorials and preceding the main confer- jects. Recently full aperture, speckle in- able for the analysis of speckle obsenra- 
once. Over two thirds of the conference terferometry with single telescopes has tions. In the past a wide variety of al- 
patticipants attended the tutorials which been complemented with single-tele gorithms was always discussed and 
were given by Fmnpis Rcddler on Op- scope Interferometry using masks on compared. The present discussions and 
tics of the Atmosphere, Gerd Weigelt on the telescope aperture. Several results results focussed, however, mostly on' 
Speckle Interferometry, John Davis on of the masked aperture observations blspectrum analysis (or their analogues: 
tong Baseline Optical Interferometry, were presented at the conference. speckle masking and Mple mlat ion)  
and by one of us (FM) on Adaptive Op- In terms of the development of imag- for the analysis of speckle images, with 
tics. ing algorithms the latter provides an im- a somewhat lesser attention given to the 

portant step towards multi-aperture in- Knox &Thompson algorithms. The latter 

The Conference Itself terfemrnetric imaging in which the sub- requires fewer numerical resources for 
apertures of the single telescope are data analysis, otherwise the blspectrum 

Four full days were devoted to discus- replaced by an array of telescopes. In technique appears to be preferred. 
sions on the rapid progress in the tech- the resulting interference signal at the Judging from the presentation of many 
n i q u ~  of astronomical imaging by inter- combined focus the ampludes and clo- astronomical resub one has to con- 
ferometric means and in the presents- sure phases are measured as is done in clude that this type of observation is 
tion of recent astronomical results. the single masked aperture experiments reaching a state of substantial maturity. 
Broadly, the teohnlquea and their results and also in radio astronomy o b m a -  Also the excellent agreement between 
can be dlvided by single-aperture imag- tions. The algorithms for making images the images of R136 obtained with the La 
ing and multi-aperture imaging. Single are virtually the same for all three types Silla 2.2-m telescope with those ob- 
telescope intwferometric imaging of observations. The trick in multi-aper- tained with the Hubble Space Telescope 
started In 1959 with Antoine Labeyrie's ture interferometry is the combination of (Fig, 1) provides convincing evidence 
pioneering work in speckle interferome- the radiation in such a way as to obtain that speckle lmaglng has come of age. 
try. Since then these techniques have the highest possible sensitivity by mdn- At the conference results were pre- 
come a long way, reaching the stage tainhg the interference signal, w fringe, sented of other objects, including ob- 
where diffraction-limited imaging can be contrast. sewations of such diverse objects as 

Figure 2: Images of the variations d the red supergiant a ORI taken with the 4-m Herschel relescope at three epochs using aperture masking. 
The width of the Airy disk far this tekmpe is about 30 rnilli-mm resuIting in mly 3 b 4 pixels In this 5U miIlikam8c star. (Courtesy Baldwin el 
d.) 



a vldble speckle camera (see also %p- 
fsmber 1991, The Messenger)I Both oi 
these camem will make use of the 
unique high imaging qualities of the VLT 
telescopes. In thelr performance my 
will be aided by the VLT adaptive optics 
which can be viewed as a way of im- 
proving the astronomical seeing hence 
enhancing the sensitlvh and limiting 
magnitude of the cameras. 

In contributions by Roddier and one 
of us (JMB) the point-spread functlon of 
so-calted partid a&ptlve optics was 
discussed. The VLT adaptive optics will 
be design6d to work fully at 2 pm under 
median -ng mnditioas. At shorter 
wavelengths it wHI wwk partidly. It Is 
bmming vary clear through numerid 
madelling that in such a partially func- 
tioning adaptive optics system the 
point-spread function conslsts of a 
spike with the chamcterlstics of an Airy 
disk supwposed on a broad halo with 
the width approximating the seeing 
disk. The shape of this function Is not 
unlike that of the aberratgd Hobble 
Space Telescope. The fraction of the 
total energy h the spike characterizes 
the point-spread function wdl. It 
amwnts to 10% M more at visible 
wavelengths depending on the seeing. 
Because of the narrowness of the splke 
p.0125 amec  at 500 nm) and the rela- 
tively large width of the halo (0.5 arcsec) 
the relative centmi intensity of the spike 
is large. Rocidler therefore suggested 
that long-exposure Images may be usecl 
to good advantage over speckle images 
to give n h r  IimIted semitlvity than 

I I 
I speckle cameras, of course after Imag~ 

0 50 loom restoration for the background halo (61 la 
Figure 3: Layout of the VLT Intwfemmek h g e  divlr clrclm Indicate the loeiltiana the 8-13 Hubbte)m The VLT v'sib'e Spekle Cam- 
~ c o p s s .  SmaII dark ~IEI~S am the locations of the staths k the 180-m diameter M I e  era pmmly be dalgnd to 
auxMiary telasebpes. The large mhngle Is the Iocetbn of the tnMemmetrie tunnel. A mailed acc~mrnodate h i s  p d ~ d  adwtive o p  
dmcn'ptim of the VLTl laywt will appeev in a fuhKe &sub of the Messenger. ticq l ~ n g - ~ p w ~ r ~ l  imaging mode. 

Eta Carlnae. the Seyfert galaxy NGC 
1068, the Galactic Centre (see Sep- 
tember 1991 issue of the Messenger) 
and the Sun. 

Impact on the 
VLT Instrumentation Programme 

With the 8- to 10-117 diameter tele- 
scopes corning on the scene, the tech- 
nique of speckle interferome@ will re- 
sutt in images with a linear resolution 4 
times larger than shown in Figure 1 (or 
16 times the number of pixels per reso- 
lution element). The VLT instrumentation 
programme includes two instruments 
for diactian-limited imaging with the 
individual VLT telescopes: a near-in- 
frared camera for the 1 to 5 pm region to 
be built by a consortium headed by the Figure 4: Artist's view of the planned Keck Intedemmefric Amy consisting of two la-m 
Max-Ptanck-lnstitut fiir Astronom b and telescopes and 4 movable 15U-cm tel~scupes. (Courtesy R Mdnel et 61.1 
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Aperture Masking: fact that the construction of optical in- tlonat properties is well within the state 
a Step Towards Multi-Aperture tarferorneters and delay lines with the of the art. 
Interferometry requird opto-mechanical and opera- In addition to the operational inter- 

Many large-aperture telescopes (e. g. 
Hale telescope, Herschel telescope and 
Anglo-Australian telescope) are now be- 
ing successfully used for high angular 
resolution lmaglng using aperture 
masks to mimic multl-aperture interfer- 
ometry. Figure 2 shows a fine result of 
these experiments far the variable red 
supergiant star Betelgeuse. 

These experimental observations are 
of great importance not only because of 
their astrophysical impact but also as a 
precursor to the imaging with multiple 
aperture interferometem. By using aper- 
ture masking the valldity of imaging al- 
gorithms can be evaluated under realis- 
tic observing conditions, including vari- 
ous levels of photon noise. 

Multi-Aperture Interferometry 
A great deal of time was devoted to 

discussing the progress In multi-aper- 
ture Interferometry. In contrast to speck- 
le interferometry this is a field which Is - 

exphncing apid advances in the de- nwre 6: mistb view ol/lnto/ne m r i e b  propos~~ for a brier 4p~cal very  age m y ,  wlopment Of techniques foreground me d t h  27 teleswpes on its fransporter. To the right In the background the 
but with the ability to do full two-dimen- hm--bining swtion. (mufimy A, ~ ~ b ~ ~ j ~ ~ ~  
sional imaging still to be realized. Inter- 
ferometeiinixistence are now used to 
do astrome@(not the topic of the Table 1: Optical lfiterfemmetm now In Operation 
conference) and to determine a limited 
number of parameters on stellar objects 
like diameters and binary orbits and 
separation. Table 1 lists the interfemme 
ters presently routinely in operation. 

The last two Interferometers in 
Table 1 (SUSl and COAST) have only 
recently come into operation and first 
results were reported at the conference. 
What is especially impressive in these 
new Interferometers Is that "first fringesm 
are obtained soon after the installation 
of he interferometer testifying to the 

Locatton 

CERGPJ12T 
CERWGITT 
CERMoirdwe 
MMT 
Mt. WllsonlMark III 
Mt. WllsonllSl 
NarrabrVSUSl 
Cambridge UK/COAST 

' - Number of tdmcopes In we at tMs time. Mben rrwre telescopes am p h u d .  

Maximum 
BaseUne ---- 
140 m 
70 m 
15 m 
5 m 
32 m 
13 m 

B40m 
100m 

Number of 
Telescopesn 

2 
2 
2 
8 
3 
2 
2 
2 

Telescope 
Aperture 

26 cm 
150 cm 
lOOcm 
I80 cm 
5 m  

165 cm 
14 cm 
40 crn 



Figure 7: IJbrneters of stars twrrndkd to the same magnAud8 as a fumtim of @fRl &P 
observed wHh fhe Mark 111 int-ter, (Courtesy R Ouimbach et a/.) 

p Pegasi 
~ 1 . 0  

+ 754 nm (cont.) 16.1 mas 
0 712 nm (TiO) 17.6 mas 

Projected Baseline [a rcsee-' ] 

figure 8: The Mnge vl8ibUlify # a funchn of i n t e r f m t e r  basdine for two b M s  
centred m p e c w y  on a 770 moIecuIar band and the &y cunthruum far the giant star 
B PEG. me Wved dkrnefwls of r e ~ m  0.01 76 and 0.0161 a r m  have an of * 
O.OMH a m m  so that the dmfences are real, The d i m  are an important diagmfie for 
the extended ahasphere. (Coumy A Quirrenbach et at.) 

ferometers listed In Table 1, a number of 
interferometers are in the constructi~n 
and planning phase. The former include 
the Big Optical A m y  (BOA) by the US 
Naval Research Laboratory, the US 
Naval Observatory Astromdric Inter- 
ferometer, the ESO VLT Interferometer 
(see Fig. 31, the IOTA array by the Center 
for Astrophysics, an array at the Khazan 

Obsarvatory (USSR), and the IRMA 
array by the Univmity of Wyoming. In 
the planning phase are the Optical Very 
Large A m y  {OVLA) by Antohe Labeyrie, 
the Kmk Interferometric Array (KIA) 
shown in Figured, the CHARA inter- 
ferometer of Georgia State University, 
and extensions of some of the arrays 
tlsted in Tabte 1. 

Most of these arrays are Intended to 
produce imagw in ways similar to the 
way this is done in radio Interferometers 
using image synthesis techniques rely- 
ing on tracking the object while It moves 
across the sky, thus causing the genera- 
tion of a number of tracks in the (up) 
Fourier transform plane. The relatively 
large sizes of some of the telescopee 
involved causes these tracks to be rela- 
tively 'YaV and to give a good (u,v) plane 
filling nearthe low frequency origin. The 
latter is very impoftant in giving high 
quality Images (see Flg. 5). 

At a minimum one night is needed to 
generate an image as shown in Figure 5. 
Often more than one night might be 
naeded If a good signal-to-noise ratio is 
required. An lmpwtant advantage of the 
VLT Paranal site b the large periods of 
clear skies alIowing unintenupted (u, v) 
plane track. Time synthesis techniques 
are, however, obviously inadequate for 
obsewatlons of full images of objects 
which change on a rapid time scale (less 
than one day). For that type of interfero- 
metric imaging 'snapshots" are desired 
which can only be obtained by arrays of 
many telescopes or by the capability to 
rapidly reconfigure an array with fewer 
telescopes. Antoine Labeyrie described 
his plans to construct such an Optical 
Vey lage Array, or OVIA, co*iniw 
27, or perhaps even 130, telescopes on 
Earth and eventually on the Moon. Fig- 
ure 6 shows an artist's view of the lunar 
version of OVLA. A price to pay for m a -  
ing snapshot images by the sirnuha- 
neous use of so many telescopes at 
once, over an array of a few telescopes, 
is the loss in signal-to-noise. This results 
from the need to mix in optical interfer- 
ometry all radlatton directly, so that th.e 
signal for each two-telescope baseline 
contains the photon noise of the light 
collected by all telescopes. This Is a 
major difference between optical and 
radio intMerometers where such a lass 
does not m u r .  

Some Regutts of MUM-Aperture 
Interferometry 

As already mentioned, full imaging 
with multi-aperture arrays has not been 
achieved yet. The results of aperture 
masking expMments (see Fig. 2) gives 
confidence that the imaging a m p  now 
being Implemented will result In as- 
tronomical Images within the not too 
dlstant future. Impmsive results were, 
however, presented at the conference 
on the orbii of spectroscopic bharies 
and on stellar diameters, Including 
asymmgtrbs In the shape of stars like 
Mira. As an example we show in Fig- 
ures 7 and 8 some of the diameter ob- 
servations made with the Mt. Wilson 
Mark Ill lrttaferorneter. 



Major Uncertainties about the 
Atmospheric Wavefront Structure 
Function 

The spatial frequency distribution of 
the wavefront distortions introduced by 
the earth atmosphere is of great impor- 
tance for the behaviour of interferome- 
ters and for the wavelength dependence 
of the seeing disk size, Frequently it is 
assumed to correspond to a Kot- 
mogoroff distribution whlch resub in 
the RMS wavefront differences to grow 
as the baseline to the power 5/6. Seri- 
ous concerns were expressed at the 
conference about the validity of the Kol- 
mogwoff distribution. Obsewations with 
the two Mt. Wilson interferometers 
(Mark Ill and the ISt, see Table I) give 
very different results. Whereas the Mark 
Ill interferometer indeed gives results 
consistent with a Kolmogoroff distribu- 
tion, the IS1 researchers find the expo- 
nent to decrease from = 5/6 to = In for 
good seeing mnditlons. This Is a vety 
hrge difference which will have a major 
influenoe on the predicted performance 
of interferometers and large telescopes. 

Future Meetings 

€SO plans to hold its next rneetlng in 
this conference series (High Resolution 
Imaging by Interferometry HI) in the 
spring of 1994. The topic of adaptive 
optics, of major Interest for interferome- 
try, will be dealt with extensively in the 
April 27-30, 1992 ESO conference on 
'Progress in Telescope and Instrumen- 
tation Techniques". From January 
11-15, 1993 the IAU Symposium 

SClENTlST (DATA ARCHIVIST) - ref. ESD7A6 
A position as Sclentlst (Data Archlvlst) wlll shortly be avalhble In the Science Archlve 

Software Group of the Space Telescope European Cmrdlnatlng Faclllty (ST-ECfl at the 
ESO Headquarters In Garchlng mar Munich, Germany, for a Sclsntist WIUI a unlverslty 
degree in astronomy, physics, or rdeted field, 

huimrnenW 
- $evefa! years of mearch experlenee, Including publicatbns In lnternatlonal refereed 

journals. The rmewch should be based on data obtalned with state-of-the-art 
Inatrumerttatlon, preferably also with spaoe-based telescopes. 

- strong computer sclmence background, acquired either through formal education Or 
through participation In major computer system develoment work. - famllhrity wfth the principles of computer system management, networking and data 
base management. - experience w h  UNUC and C; knowledge of VMS and Fortran an advantage. - a high d m  of familiarity with the principles of software development rrsethdology, 
software system design and modern storage devices. 

- exceltern English language communication skills. 

Mnnment: 
The ST-ECF operates tha European Sclence Data Archive for the Hubble Space 

Telescope, whlch archhe has bwn developed In eollabwatlon with the Space Tele 
soope Sclenca Indtute. It Is alao used by ESO to store data obtalned at the telescopes 
on La SHla. The Archlve uses magnetic tape end optical disk storage, operated through 
a dedicated m s o r  and data base hardware, The system is networked to the €SO 
computing faclllty and can also be am&s& through wide-area networks. 

The task ol the Scientist (Data Archivist) Is the continued maintenance and the further 
development and upgrading of the systm. He Is expected to develop cost-effective 
technical solutions, to negotiate WW and S N  acqulsktons, and to supervise staff and 
subcontmctors. Iwues of Importam are: system and data compatlbllity wlth the 
STScl, system reliability and security, flexlbllity ta incorporate user mquirements. 

This pmitlon will beawarded Inkidly for a pew of 3 yews, renewable to a maxlrnurn 
of 6 years (Auxlllary contract). 

Application forms can be obtained from [Indhtlng the reLno.): 
European Southern Observatory 

Personnel Admlnlstratlon and General Services 
Karl-Schwamchlld-Str. 2 

8046 Garehlng near Munich, Germany. 

No, 158 in Sydney, Australia, on "Very focus on interferometric imaging at both 
High Angular Resolution Imaging" will opttcal and radio wavelengths. 

PROFILE OF A KEY PROGRAMME 

Optical Identification of Celestial High Energy Sources 
G. F. BIGNA MI, P. A. CA RA VEO and S. MEREGHKVI, Istituto di Fisica Cosmica del CNR, 

Milano, liaiy 
J. PAUL, B. CORDIER and A. GOLD WURM, Service d 'Astrophysique, Centre d 'Etudes de 

Saciay, France 
P. MANDROU, J. P. ROQUES and G. VEDRENNE, Centre dlEfude Spatiale des Rayonnernents, 

Toulouse, France 

The problem of the optical identifica- 
tion of high energy (X-and y-ray) sources 
is a dassic of modern astronomy. It is 
only through the optlcal studies that one 
can gain complete understanding of ob- 
jects, galllactlc and extragalactic dike, 
which emit a lot of their energy, through 
thermal and non thermal processes, in 
photons 1000 or one million times more 
energetic than the optical ones. For hard 

X-rays and y rays the problem Is compli- 
~ated by the swrce locatfon accuracy, 
limited by the physics of the detection 
interaction. In particular, the focussing 
of photons is only possible if their 
wavelength is comparable to the sur- 
face roughness of the reflecting sudace, 
and this happens, in practice, only up to 
a few keV. 

This is why, in the presence of a poor- 

ly positioned high-energy source, one 
tries to exploit the soff X-ray domain to 
zero on the possible optical counter- 
parts. Broadly, this has been the 
stmtegy adopted in our Key Programme 
"Optical fallow up identification of hard 
X-ray/soft Tray murces discovered by 
the SlGMA telescope' (see alsa Blgnami 
et al., 1 990). About two thirds of it have 
already been carried wt, and the first 


